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Whipmaking as a craft, the highest refinement of the art of braiding, is the main emphasis of this
work. It refers primarily to the Australian and American practice, although there is some
reference to English and other usage. The techniques used by whipmakers are described, and
maintenance and repair are presented in explicit detail. For the beginning and amateur braider
the basic procedures in leather braiding are show step-by-step with sixty-one illustrations
liberally embellishing the text.

About the AuthorValerie Schafer Franklin turned her husband's ideas into a business, listing their
products on Etsy in 2009, when the couple grew the business into a full-time occupation.
Together, they are the authors of Idiot's Guides: Leather Crafts. The couple quit their day jobs in
2011, and Walnut Studiolo hired its first employee in 2013. Walnut Studiolo products are
available around the globe. Schafer Franklin and her husband have expanded from solutions for
the bicycle lifestyle to interior design products for homes, beer and wine products, travel-size
games, and even custom work orders. Everything is made by hand. For the connoisseur of
design, for the lover of leather, and for the beautifully curated life, Walnut Studiolo products are
guaranteed to please.Architect Geoffrey Franklin wanted a way to carry his lock on his bike but
couldn't find what he was looking for on the market, so he combined his passion for traditional
mediums and his design background to create his own leather U-lock holster. He then followed it
up with handlebar wraps. And then a portage strap to carry his bicycle. Soon stunning leather
and wood accessories that were functional yet beautiful filled his home. He is the author of Idiot's
Guides: Leather Crafts.
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JIM F., “Whip it good. Great book for any and all whip enthusiasts”

Billy E. Porter, “Five Stars. Great book”

antk8, “A necessity for a beginner. Very well written and easy to follow.  He is a good teacher!”

Flying Bear, “Five Stars. Great addition to my library.”

aldo_bar_yochai@hotmail.com, “A great view on history and whipmaking techniques. I met Mr.
Morgan after owning this book. He is a person who knows what he is talking about, either in
printed or first hand information. The general view on such a beautiful craft makes you be aware
of the different circumstances which led to different styles and handling. It too, helps you learn
much of the basic techniques, such as braiding, paring, cutting, making knots, dee belts and hat
straps. You can't make a whip from this book (let's say a finely braided kangaroo whip), but, as
he states, much of whipmaking is empyrical; you have to be open-minded and try everything
you have at hand to improve your skill, always trying to keep up with excellent quality. Be sure to
analyze and understand his formulas for the width of strands and diameter. This is, mostly, what
will lead you to good shaped thongs (though balance and appearance, tightness in braiding will
be gained gradually). For those who are fond of mathematics, try to see how trygonometry is
related to it (I found it out, and helps quite a lot! This does not mean that only engineers can
make them, but you understand and learn faster). I'd like to recommend another book,
available through Amazon.com, also. It's "How to make whips" by Ron Edwards. Eventhough I
own the Australian edition, Cornell Maritime Press has made a great job by editing it for
America. Anyway, I think you should buy Morgan's book first, to understand, and appreciate this
craft and this book (Edwards') on the right level. Remember, if you bought the latter first, be
sure to get this one!  One-of-a-kind for your leather  library.”

Les Smith, “MUST HAVE. If like myself you live in the UK you will it hard to find any bookson
making your own Whips.This is book is a must. It is quitedetailed and the photos are instructive.”

Ralf, “Tolles Buch für Liebhaber von Whips. Da das Buch aus USA kam, dauerte der Versand
über drei Wochen, für Amazon recht ungewöhnlich. Es kam gut verpackt und unbeschädigt an.
Der Antiquar setzte sich regelmäßig mit mir in Verbindung.Das Buch ist genau das, was ich mir
vorgestellt hatte. Tolle Anleitungen zur eigenen Erstellung (handwerkliches Geschick sollte
vorliegen) von verschiedenen Whips. Übung macht den Meister. Doch wer den Peitschensport
liebt oder es erleben möchte, wird sich die Zeit nehmen all das zu erlernen. Dieses Buch darf in
keiner Sammlung von Whips Liebhaber fehlen.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. Good”

The book by Lisa Galvin has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 18 people have provided feedback.
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